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Outline

• Thermodynamic approach of relaxation and time-temperature superposition
principle from Lie symmetries (direct approach)

• Inverse modeling approach: constitutive laws from Lie groups as a general
strategy

• Example: acrylic polymer stickes under low velocity impact

• Outlook
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A thermodynamic approach of relaxation

 dE : d V TdS dN  σ ε Gibbs relation

V : d SdT Nd 0   ε σ Gibbs-Duhem relation
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Thermodynamic framework of relaxation
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Kinetic equations for the internal variables
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Constitutive law and least action principle
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Least action principle: historical perspective
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Lagrangian formulation of the constitutive laws
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Lagrangian formulation of the constitutive laws (2)
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Generalization of Poincaré lemma to functional forms [Olver, 

Lagrangian formulation of the constitutive laws (3)

Form is exact equivalent to the fact that it is closed
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Lagrange formalism associated to the internal energy

True for any thermodynamic potential (according to the choice of control variables)
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Incorporation of the kinetics of internal variables
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Symmetries and master response for viscous materials

Shift depends on T

Will be determined later on
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Variational symmetry condition
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Variational symmetry condition

Profound difference in the status of variables in TIP versus Lie groups: 

In TIP, time t is a parameter, control variables                  , observable variables k,T,z  k,S,A
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Symmetry condition from the kinetic Lagrangian

since the generator includes the state laws
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Application: linear viscous behavior

Control variables 
(can be controlled during a test)

Observable variables
(function of control variables)
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Time-temperature superposition principle
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Validation with experimental data
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module sécant

Groupe de Lie :

Néglige variation de volume 
engendrée par la var. de T, 
hypothèse faite aussi par WLF
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Thus, empirical WLF formula and time–temperature equivalence principle consequence
of a particular symmetry of the constitutive equations
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EU project ‘ScreenClean’: glue shall be separated from paper fibers during paper recycling



24Noise filtering has been done



25Height of 90cm selected as reference response for the master curve



26Height 90cm: reference response
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x x 90ln a  

Lie group for stickies: 
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Lie groups method to build constitutive laws: general strategy
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Lie groups method to build constitutive laws: general strategy
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Creep and rupture of ferritic martensitic steels (9Cr1Mo) 

Experimental master curve for rupture

Observed Lie group: group generator:

Step 1: construct master 

responses for creep and rupture 

Observable variables: strain rate, time to rupture.

Control variables: applied stress, temperature.
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Conservation laws for the creep of ferritic martensitic steels

Observed Lie group:
Group generator:

Previous symmetry group for 

rupture still holds:
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Two strategies for the construction of the constitutive law

Step 2: Express constitutive law formally as

f, h unknown functions

Two possible strategies:

1. Solve previous system with respect to D.  

2. Find the invariants associated to symmetry generators. 

Express constitutive law in terms of suitable combination of invariants.  

advantage of identifying constitutive law without solving differential equations

Symmetry generator has been built so far by considering experimental response data

and assuming a Lie group structure.
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Step 3: Construction of the constitutive law using invariants

Let

Observable variables uk

Parameters pk
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Step 3: Construction of the constitutive law using invariants

Search for functions S1, S2 of invariants I1, I2, I3, such that:
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Step 3: Construction of the rupture law using invariants (2)

Leads to the functional relation between invariants

Expression of rupture time versus temperature & stress:

Good agreement with experimental data.

Linear term in T when combining I1& I2: slight difference with Larson-Miller relations.
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Step 3: Construction of the creep law using invariants (3)

Leads to strain versus time, stress and temperature:

Hence the isostrain responses:

Coefficients E(T), a,c,d are adjusted.
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Step 4: Lie analysis of the creep constitutive laws

Recall creep and rupture constitutive laws of 9Cr1Mo stainless steel:

Lie algebra of the creep model:

In particular, get a master curve:
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Step 4: Lie algebra of the rupture law

Two generators:

In particular, get a master curve:

Illustrates the general procedure for constructing iso-observables responses
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• Lie symmetries powerful tool in mechanics of materials: predictive nature, condense
mechanical behavior into invariance relations & master responses, thus provide economy of
experiments.

• Clarify fundamental significance of symmetries inherent to thermodynamic potentials for
materials having a complex rheological behavior.

• Find symmetries for BVP in integro-differential form (hereditary formulations, e.g.
viscoelasticity).

• Find approximate symmetries for materials & systems presenting an uncertainty in their
behavior (statistical variability in their material properties, ex. biological tissues)
-> stochastic models, approximate symmetries.

• Numerical schemes preserving symmetries & conservation laws for dissipative systems.

Summary and perspectives (open questions)


